Problems associated with the interconnection of electrical power systems. by Brooks, John Vickery,1905-

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
pendices I II, III, and IV.  
Appendix III contains . 
reports on:- 
"Rotor winding deformation on turbo-alternators" 
and 
"Behaviour of overhead conductors under short circuit conditions" 
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1-ntrod uo ti on. 
Due tit. its contiw ing rapid growth:.wid the e.lready 
large opital expenditure in7olved,the leotrioity Suppl,y 
Industry is a major factor,of .inereasing importance in 
liationel,,Zeonotkr. 
CtimpleX technical. problemsha' vs been Jae lired mooessfully 
In relatitm to long distance transmia -,ion,higher eff ioiexiey 
of gem. rating 4.en.t t protect1ort switching,indication t 
oomlunioation and oontrel. 
the limits of technical developmeet have not 
yt Tv. ;en re'aohed iend the day to day applioaticn of existing 
teoliniques is zieoes:qt.:7; the standardisation_ of * specifications 
end designs for nany individual items of plant and :even 
for extensible gen erating ' ter rainal and dis tribu 1. ion 
stations is praatio able . The fi)aaTie al and operati onal  
benefits et -star. drIrdis tion. of this kind ire - becoridxfg 
more generally reoognisod and adopted. 
As the e.olutions of purel,y technical problems-are 
,?ohieved and the extent of stn.ndardisation 1,ricreases the 
need for iraia.eve -eat in power systeurzoonomi.os becomes 
more prominent. 
_The causes of varying- ititteS of load -rowth and of 
daily and seilscmal lo4 variation together with met rd 
of control in .ttem; the moat ecterf.,mical load anci- 
oaiaoity factors at Which sYstals should oPeratet the 
, 
beet'oombir tiona o dine: ernt claseces of gentwating 
plant ; the m Inimisat ion of system 1-oss es the optima 
for .reserve _p1azt i&d le relation of ,11a.nt 
availability to dethent are all slibjeots v.thich require 
=ph mare -stud,y - than they have yet reoeived. 
:.;uch t3tudy o fors opportunity for fin tcia1 cavinc 
of a:very high srdor t and trLe ttesis de:soribes .investirations 
on by the tTriter in connection 
wit-, these ,Toblems. 
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IterisAich -stf-fect_i?eak Irma cit,xvtaristis!si • t.nd Annual, 
Load-ie.otOr . 
The load . ourvds- of eleotrioity sup 2y systems all. 
exhibit the variable - daily charaotjristic, aad . seasonal . 
vari&tione in themai7nitadet,of the - peak load and in the 
a':-Iape of t'rle dai4 load curve_ are also-.evident. 
The reasons for these..variations..'on a particular 
syst um and for the tif erent characteristics of individual 
syst ecis t op ether with their ..ifvlidatiOns are dealt .-with' 
below. 
A graphical anfAysis of a (wattled .syntem load curve 
illustrating the. .daily variations- in demand and t?.e 
diversity of oonponent deriand* is f;iVeli in Figure 1. 
As an eleotrioity supply system Is developed and 
nevi types of load are cow acted to it the Oho e of the 
.dail,y load carve, can -alter ap -preciably witt, regard to- 
(i) The nunber. of peas which- oceux during a 
24-hour period. 
The magnitude of the pintke ex pritattied as 
per° en. ieige, of VS steady or base load 
per tion of the daily load . 
iii) The dtxr ati on ct -each, of tt! e. individual 'peaks. 
.t,iv) The time of day. -at "whiok %he maximum load oocurs. 
(7) Tle rate_ -of Titre and fall of load. 
• AP.brecdAble otbiligez' ban-tali:ft place rit'411 a few yoara - 
and ria jar ohangeS onn oosur vi_thin 20 - years or less. riguves_ 
2 and .3 indicate 'the nature bf . Sue,h varintions ‘ in daily 
load .curves an .a .pcaper ,.-systma 
do•litercial, -traotici -and . etreet,lijhting, loads. 
Some of the camas' of these- *ha:Agee are :— 
(i) Alteration of normal working houre. of the oonstrrer .E. 
(ii) ChaaFfe in the 'habits of tbe 0 011,CUMer 
(iii) Devel-opnent or • ab;!:ndonotent .of - alternative 
re thods of space -t.eat 	and/or rater heating. 
.Develop .--ent . of !off peak wat 021 and space hea,ting. 
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(v) Dev.i.opment'of new ind4strial processes -. 
(vi) Development of new types.of-domestio load. 
(vii)Davelo .pment Of various rdrcl loar;.s. 
(vi)Development of oomneroial and-domestio 
refrigeration plant 
(ix) Introduotien of "Daylight Saying' ('3emmer° 
or "Double Summer" Time). as An emergeney. 
or regular measure. 
Amount of street -sad display lighting ana. 
-times of oomaeotion and dist:tonnes:Alen. 
(xi) Chenges: in ireatber Gonditiorit. 
While so04 Of these,oamceA-are fartuitougotkets 
are c cIltro liable citti.- can be altered by financial. 1na:-.4ttre., 
conRime r edruciatimia• agreetrtmatfre.rulatien or statute. en 
aCtive-pelloy of load moulding ha been Adopted by some 
supiay authorities mith a YieV to filling in the troughs 
9 
- in the daily, lded (.;urves and reducing seasonal . vrrietions 
in order to adhieve a reduotion in the overall Goat per 
kilo-att hor renerated. The advantage gained by a policy 
of this 1,:iad is particularly evident on thenqal Aystems 
,because the addition*1 load clan be generated at a lower 
cost than the elisting load af the system. This cost 
amo'ints to little more than the Aided fuel costand.soope 
exists for tnie mutually advantageous, developeont on 
thermal systems with annual load feotors below 700. 
Figures 2 And 3 also indicate typical differences in 
the R pe of Clef daily load curve far working weekdA -j is in 
sumer -nd 	Accentuation of the main morning. or 
.evening winter peakn :w cot= rAie to.everlapi ,inr by 
flear'peae . of evmOonent loadsuchich at other times of 
yo4r 1 ave disity. The ettent to which-this =cure 
ia del?endent on reorra -,../hical latitude 'dliol influenos 
t7ae amount of overlap - of the following near peaks 
(i) Indus 	powor. 
OA) Inductrial lichting And he 
(iii) T.raotion, 
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(iv) Stret hitting; 
-(v) Die play 
,(vi) Dom:stio lightfligtrheating: ehd oCetEng. 
. The diferent haracteilatio shares aud magnitude 
of working weekday fSaturday 'Sunday sad holiday ading 
18.1.hCcfri o ?igurs 4. litrant4ge is taken of nubs ect 
lotidine at we ,,imods and. laulictegr- pa =lad to - -to oax-rx cut 
short term maintenanoe whiab is a more frequ,ent requirement 
on therrel than on hydro generating plant. 
The Illagnitude of the peaks on individual v,orkiag 
days during a ArticUlar week is influenoed ,c-einly by 
weather. and temperature acnditione- whiob also affeot the 
lead throughout the dpy by altering 1..irtaing.and thermal , 
loada in acoo. ..limoe with vieitrility rind temperature. 
. Monthly end seasonal variations in the naRyitude -
of !the psalm on dolly load waives are caused kr 
(i) Weather and tempamtwre changes 	are of 
a wider range than those- Aroduoing the weekly .- 
v.,./riations -oreviously -mentioned. 
Seasonal. loads such .011-1-4 
(a) Itruit • and vegetable prooessing,and canning... 
(b) Dairying and Air product Frac owing. 
(a) Refrigeration ard cool vtorage. 
(d) Irrigation toll other water staiwly pumplasg 
Abaft 8. 
(14), Seasonal sahanges in consumer habitat. 
System daily /oad ,. curves form the basis- for all studies 
4-1.1.th are direated toward Load moulding t foreoasti,ng future 
, 	1 3. 
loade o and deciding on the t7t3•0e!lit  oissi'::nd amount of 
new generating plant. reqUired to meet 't,heettpst.hods of 
dealing with th It_ problism . of peak- lgadoi ep.roworent in 
eptete operating eeffioieno3rsasid, datertiinaVon of load 
factors at oh ich. different, tYvee of ',genera:tine pinnt will 
be required to operate 
There la v as yet,no eimtally approved set of standards 
laid_ dowa for ti -e rreparation of theee curves ant their 
d ,riv yes and in oo no instances lack 11. adeqvate. r.e tering 
(lb 
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5. 
faoilities evelits the .preparation oIac..11Tator statietios. 
Louie may be plotted t houl.ly or he.l.f oly intervals 
rind vieasurements of Load nay be either i ,stantaneous or 
integrated at o:r over these tines. Maximum denland rer,dinga 
may be in tantaneous er integrated readings over any oriod 
up to one hour; arid reotangular blook,straight line and. 
smooth curves my be used for plotting. 
The British illeotricity Authority has -- ontinued a 
riethod developed when the Central Electricity Board 
oonmenoed operation some 23v:term ago. It has a hich ntandard 
of accuracy and,ensurie- that readings are -taken and recorded 
sinultaneoualy at all rain :stations on the a:retest* 
Vrintometer .chcc-te ars stamped every - half hoar with printed 
sets. of reading obtained by impttlaing from integrating 
meters. Check meters are incorporated and routine -timing 
ohecks are carried out Megawatt and Magavar- readines are 
given or generator and avviligry eunatct 1 loads import 
and: export at power statiOnto and at all reain.load.centres. 
On otl-,er systerts (where .switchboard incdcating 
in. atiuments;integrating triete'rs or chart- recorder figures 
ar lovgvd at iszt erval:o) tiring; ob serration; and- instrument 
errors . r *duo a the aoeuraoy of th e records ob ta ad. 
SeSiceral types of Ireaentation of daily.lnad,,.eurves 
are in "-Ilse. One method - is to assemble out out I irlares of 
daily load curves in sequence thro4hout the „lever tO form 
a blook. This rivets a t!-ree dimensions.' picture of the - 
whole of the load v'aric tions throuit out the year, but do,..n 
not permit oomi-mr.ison and catalysis of the curves as readily -
as the soperinxtsed rAonthly 'mass ourve method. 
The latter method is illustrated in Fl pure 4 which 
shows the general arrantement,but i.s on too small a sale 
to allow detailed eamin.tion. kri actual layout about 
5 feet by 2 feet 6 131e:110E ,gith .iifferent symbols or colours 
for 	day cf ti-le month permits individusl identifieation„ 
and shows elearly ttle w!Ariation in d 	lead - th-ourho t 
each Porith 1 a 
6. 
ititeresting operationsl feat;tre which is ,shown 
by monthly masa c-urres is the necessity to synch.rorAise 
generating, plant end. pi* up a ate.: ili.sing load on it in 
advati co of requirements at tie s of ra gidly rising load. 
For ins t-more te nernitude of the ?cad half way up the 
morning rise c _al be secy to occur ut times which vary up 
o half an hour in the course of a ' ,crab and which arc 
not prediotahle with acouraoy• 
From the foregoing it I: nose that t4e Eysten annual 
• 
load Z-2ate2. is only a very awn-v=171st, measure of systerl 
loading and operating oonditione.. It is tleiendent on t e 
coltiliaticin of ti!-ily load fao tat-B li the amount of load 
redtto tion at week ends and on olidaystand the- raonthliy 
.,n4 seasonal variati-it. in d'estand: Lu atinual , load factor 
410 
	
	Of .60-ib far example °Quid be oUtained by a combination of 
high daily load - f.exittirs on a .E,ystertz with moderately wide _ 
seasonal demand. variations.. The same annual load faotor 
could'he.:obtained raternatively by ootfkination of 
lower daily load a tors' with- vars.-ma row seasonal 
delve* -7:estiatiOns than in the ilrz.t oassi 
It in thus ,oSsible to drab up to sets of 
di.Fferent daily:: and seasonal la ding conditions whiah t 
hen fed into annital load auration curvestappear 
identical., Load' dura,ton ourvwt for shorter period', hawe 
340itationa and ttust be 'used in conjunction with 
se tot 61 daily load ourvee_. for asiaessmetat of f. , ture load 
emodow."" 
estifeteS t ilaintenanoe sobedulaa„and load farJtors rtnd 
o ,L ,erating requirements on . .groups of plaat. 
The . e.D irlioatiofl of methods for vsing mitt h2y Kass 
ourwes t load daration.. carves and. interrated ltrad (1 ,..mation 
otaswes . ilef-rellas 10) is covered in the .following sections 
of the thesis. 
+A. 
Soars ar Reserve elant. 
. At the ,present time (1953) the major electricity 
,:enerating systems in Australia and overseas are oAreting 
with little or no reserve plant naryin,due mainly to the 
effects of the Taw and difficulties in obtaining finance 
or instalIing,new pleat quickly eaourh to met the 
inaieasing demand. Interruptions to supAy due to plaut 
shortage are becoming less frequent as the deficiency 
is overawe and sat ntion is being .footassed again on the 
problem of V-'e optimum margin *Atich should be adopted 
2 for re3erve plant. 
The following oonsiderations were taken into aoccunt 
during the writer's investigations. 
The current 000ft per kilowatt of new generating 
plant installed in Australis are approximately X80 for 
steam plant operating on black *cal or ail fired boilers. 
For steam plant ope';..ating on brown coal fired boilers te 
fi8ure is about 2$0 higher v and at existing wage levels 
large installations of hydro—electrio generating plant 
(eutside Tasmania) are like4 to oust two to three times 
as much per kilowatt as black coal fired steam plant. 
Whet the 8J8 tern reserve plant margin has been lost 
it can only be re—established hy the pureLase of new plant 
alfhour!h the plant actually assigned to this duty will 
ueEUy oonsist of older and less efficient units. 
The Royal Coviistdon (1947) on the anticipated aenand 
for electricity in Victoria proposed 2$0 taxis= reserve 
plant. The 2.E.C.T. subsequently indicated Vat a margin 
of about 20 of reserve based an the esticipated 
oo.ineident M.D. would be aimodat it view of the degree 
af inte aonneLltion. Other interoenneoted systyms here 
utied the figures of 2$0 aad 20 reserve for p3Anaing purposes. 
Margins of this manitude on larre-w, stems are very 
(lastly and if a lower figure of about 10 oould be lin:wed 
adequate i valnable reductions in capital expenditure could 
be obtainei. 
60- 	£6 x 10 2.15.6 
80 	CA x 10 C.122 
8 . 
For example oz. a system  with. no 'margin and a 'present 
ILA. of 700 - 	-a reserve of plant ;-!) to 25,- , night be 
,est'ablished by tile tine the L.D. reaobed 1090 J. 
;able 1 shows different *vs in t./1.1oh this reserve plant 
could be PUrob.ased anti the cost of25* aid 10 reserve - plant. 
able 1. 
rk t oh.  a Alecto', -with: - 1000 114/4  
Tètai nantiu.Wjteserwit 	 'serve 
ixistaIled Ilrovidotby Reasere prwrided byReserve tit. 
purchase of Hydro 	purchase of Brown 
.H,ydr0 Plant Plant at Brown Coal Coal 
£240/1.1V 'ant._ 	Plant * 
X W 
•Plant Reserve 
Liargis 
ts• 
1450 
• ssigned 
100/150 
Flydro/Brown 
100 1.24 x 
- 	 . 	 . 
f.12 x le 200 	x 10 11.32 2,25o 
a ,issigned 
50/200 
v11,ydrati3rotr1 
C94  
• IC* MudgeId 
401 60 
liydre/Brown 
Coal 
• 1011 
Asaiimed 
20, 80 
Hydro/Bromax 
c2al 	 
1100 
1100 40 
20 
11.9.,6x104 
It has betn assumed that there- is already sufficient 
blaek etel and oil ttirndaiv Aant. to give a, system balknoe 
at 1000 V.W. ILD, or more and, that zzew plant will be 
ooRiprised of hydro 'and brown .uoal burning - units. 
Thus a saving of., the 6,r4er. of £20,000,000 1.3 possible 
if the lower tcargin oz 	adoptatiand 	.adcition ther 
woRici be grogresive annual-savinge On all new plant 
itletalled to,meet..the growth,Of sistem load. 
, 	iv wephasiiled that:the•purChaea.of this new pia:It 
•PeoesserY -to' 'regain a :ye cAtisito operating retkerve *ad 
that -mei the boat- roxtordeta oopibization anti, mutat, at 
T,earatg p2nt Is instoailett It wU.1 340.:operittat 
order of imerementral EVistte. That .1.4s14,rtce I1t w1.1.1 be 
operated or as can rttnning hdere. per anatia- AS is PoIllible 
according to the amount - 0s water available an* brown coca . 
pleat - will tm run to the'',Lximcne capacity factor 
pei. mitt04 by available load and nalatemenee requirettests. 
Other plant .41.1 to operated in •seipaential oilier of ',feria'. 
coats.- Seosafta of the relatif-el ly 'high oapitul, oost of hydro 
, lextt it d13 not ,pay to install and - se mere: than the 
, 
essiultias. tro.., - imaia. 42 non-e=,,pinainj reserve-- plant t,hearing 
in-tinit the fact that Buell system.resorVe punt must be 
capable of rning,.0.1k load at unprediotabLe times "and 
possibly tor pretraoted periods). In any eaSert elth. the 
exeegtiela oi race linei t hydro instaltations have the - 
inherent adva tag that they are more , reliable than steam 
atations !?sa d so' for ,their own_ coverage require .a smaller _ 
mnreirt of reserve. It ,vri.11 venally pitxv to "provide spinning - 
reserve by that steam plant which rune *ore eocntinice-1-1.Y 
at -varying load, than on oyolee of leading ad toiler 
banking, or en steam, plant which - is ruiraing partially, 
loacted Cie to limitation* of the transmission ester. 
In view of , ,the importance of Savings it), oapi•al 
e4Ponditvate of the high order indicated.deelonts 
and tfende in respect to reserve .pleat practice overseas 
wire studied.' 
During the i;•;termediate staees f devel.apwemt ., when 
inde2arident local generattng units 'bad; be* rropie.cect by 
the Oentral station s it las accepted Irevtice to carry. 
spare plant :;oft-icient to meet the allilttal t-t.1) on t-e 
THOUS/41E05 or MEGAWATTS. 
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10. 
station 1iowig for outage of tt'e. largo-e• mat. The tretd 
towards inoro-teing the size of gener-tin, 	ompled 
with tte eesire of individual supply 'undertaings to 
install more efficient pint and become .seleoted prior 
to the establish*ent of the Batioual.Grid In Britain 
resulted in r! rosary° aant Argils t-ere of about 
in 1930 (Line L,1 pa 5). Following i - tersewlection, 
this -tarpin was pregressively reduced to 15* of total 
installed and 10* of available olant in 1938paud the system 
was satisfactorily o l erated urder these conditions. 
The impact of the war tbreaknowne due to curtailed 
meinteLanoe,a3d the onset of a very . 1.Eh number of 
alternator rotor felluree caused by oop , er deformation 
reduced the amount of plant available. At one periled over 
400 	of generating Aantwas out of son-ission due to 
rotor failures alane. (References 25 and 26). 
In spite of the.,e reductions and the loss of main 
tie lines and some ,e2ierating statiorks the staadtrd of 
power snij ly was v‘zy hifh. 
Since the war the effeots of inadequate war time , 
maintenanactthe obligation to use lower grades of fuel 
than those for whiohitt;e plant was designed and the 
deoloion of the Government during, Le war to reduoe the 
stv generating plant programme subnitted by the C.E.B., 
have resulted in load Shedding. 
nowever t improved rotor designs and o.,erating methods 
1,ave redIved the rotor failure hasard,end normal 
maintenance and euitable'fuel should permit operation 
without 1o7d shedding ',el-len the reserve plant margin which 
existed immediately prior to the war has been re-establishod. 
Similar trends to=mrd reduction ie reserve plant 
margins were found to have takes plaoe in U.S.A. this to 
the -benefits of the increasing extent of interoonneotion, 
and the neeoscity to keep capital expenditure to a minimum. 
There was,howevers one peculiarity with regard to 
seas6nal v-Iriations. It was noticed (Reference 34) that 
S. 
a levelling out of -the- ourve of Nonthly 14.1).41. had. teeen 
• :tn sone iciltanoes. 
Vle fall in de aand 17hioh 000ure in spring, stunner, aud 
nutunul and permits extended maintenan00 . of steam ?lent 
to be -carried out ,}114 deoreased to the stage. where 
-rtaintenance was being restricted. 
It will be .4:1visail1e to Watch- for 1-lich a trend on 
ustralian systems ar4 to curb it by load -moulding in 
Order t t extra plant will not be required to 'enable 
adequate maintenance jasort, -aeaes to be met. 
kro f essor A.4.1,ove11 .'kchairfran of the •Bleat.rical 
Engineering .0upartnent Of the University of Itichigan),with 
whom the subject of reserve plant hPs been raised in 
oo.rres, , onden eel 9., advised that in_U.S.A., -.during tte 
• 9st three years system- they h arik ranaged to met their 
with only No t(3. 	reserve Plant and that it is 
possible theCT will consider a reserve of 1012 'to be 
adequate in future. 
AZtempte in reaent , yeers to determine the margin of 
• 
•
reserve lant vtich i neceseir, by oalouLut.ion of 
probatilitiee (Reft_alences 27,28 an 29) are of vats) in 
indicating the relltive effects- of changes in -,e -1-,erate 
• veriablei. Nevertheless it is firati,y diffir tat to obtain . 
r lab's basic records of ..plant breat-dovn.e over a period. 
of 20 to 30 years for a particular aystesi and,secondif f 
vlriables such as the following cannot be evaluated. ace:irately 
(i) The outa,,-e frequeney;and duration of ottagee _ 
on new genoratinE plant. 
This piArit ay be .of different design- from that 
existing, b oiler pressures and tcsryeratures raey , 
be higher o methode of hoiasr firing,lai4 the 
extent of duplication of avxiliuries may also 
dif:er. Dearing :In mind that within ten rears 
' elf tie :lent on a systera can be of altered 
deign (ello,ing for system growth and : .1y-mt 
re , )lacement) it %ould sees that the yeriod 
12. 
over which reliable data is obtainable_ 
7.iou1d not be long enough to permit vrecise 
assessment. 
(ii) The'effeet of changing-eta:Wards of maintenanoe 
which depend not only on higher level 	. 
eireotida and skilkof pereennel ybut also 
 Oirounstvnees beyptd,Vie-zsentrol- of the 
sup.„kly authority. 
(iii)TroUbles :ditch as rotorfailures olksteea-
turbo—alternators are Act likely to be 
reoUrrent to the mime extant. 
(iv) AlteratiOns to 'the; tretssisaion,s,y;:tea or 
rdstrietions on its exteasinwoan affect 
the -amount . of reserve plant required In 
certain parts of a.system. . 
The En/mutt of reserve required on a combed.
hydrouthermal sytten -whisk has 'the added -Variable of some 
"run '.of the'rtvers..stations has-been-calculated , by 
probabilitiee (Reference 27)=' 
On thateystem wtotal reberve e 21.3Aiviwas esti ,!ated 
to be necessary for 1,1270 	peak load l inoludingthe 
amount for obvering tflo-hydrO plant. It WAS further , 
estimated thet tif all the latter were.dependable,a system 
reserve of 13.30 would be adequate. 
By applyingSeel,yels- Surved:Vteferenee 28) to 
system with-UV:WILL, maximumdsMand - supplied by" 76
generators I a reserve of 8erobtained'using thesaMS 
basis assumptiona, 
It appears that Seely* hem made no 'allowance for 
re—arrangement of maintenamee aohedules-follawine: 
breaktiown of generating plant.If,as is -common prpoticei 
breakdown repairs and routine maintrmanoe are done 
simultaneously on a.. - particular unit: andother routine 
nainteninoe is deferred then the figure. of & could be-
l'edUeed. 
The evidence available therefore indiantes that a 
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A 
,Plant 	and. Troia of system oB4 Faotor.- 
--:111LXiR11)01 ava.lability of all plant on the system is 
required for about three Months during , the:.year and the 
reduOd ax.ur demand during the reMaining period is 
usually sufficient to- .termit rtutine'mrainten,nve on 
steam generatiag.plant. 
Statietiot showthat :_stlam -plant availability varies - 
from 019 to SC* per anaUm'and that hydro eleatrio 
,7enetating plant as an average rational availability of 
about 9. 
Thus on irdependent hydro eleotrio systems plant 
availability is unlikely to be a limiting faotor in systew 
development l end the optimum. annual load fLator will de and 
largely rn natural acasonll variations in 8tern flow ,nd 
the costa of providing storage. 
On a 8,7-stem 4omprised of steam !lent nly t ihe limiting. 
feature of an annual , ,,lant a. ailability of 5,0 to 90,di 
directly determines the extent of seasonal variation in 
de-lant which co.n be allowei and *foam a restfiotion 
an the optimum a - nu,t1 Ioad.faotor of tae system. 
Figure 7 stir:ma a typioal crop (-1 OUTY03 of mcnthly 
maximum demand p.otted on a Megawatt wale. Act illOi(11011.1:e 
of ma,timum dedo.nd i the growth of system load,the effect 
of plant stlortages in the ?est war period l and the nature 
of seasonal variations ar , indicated. 
Similar mitres- expressed as a peroentage of the 
real. U.D. aro given :La•Figlits 54.0nd au a gsr.)ontago of 
to total prospeotive installed oanaaity-enob year in 
Aegis 9. 
The basis of the That figmre is arti_icial in that 
Vie winter 	which would have openrred vith an arerare 
rate o±' load rrowth as born substituted for the actual 
winter N. D. 
Throughout this ,Jeriod it has been possible to carry 
etit annual routine aintezance of boilers and turbo-.alternators 
on a day icrk schewole. 
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Figure 10 *towel: titti-A0ki4-,:se3at3.-1.ead, fa:stems on; 
t' e .system and indiostes the trend: thearda hiezer 
tia a vesult of load molding. This trit is seen to be 
due:more to ixqprovitrient ,:in daily 1 fsi rotor (Reference 
Figliree 2_ ad 5 which apply - to tie 	syetem) then:to 
reduetion 	setteenal Kat. ratiestishen due 'a.11owance is 
made" fOr sup0oBsed inter: pistalcs between I-94S . and 1952'. 
he variable &laps of the- /Ronthly 	ourree 
tte 0 fteS itates periodical-Teel/Jew end re-arrangerient of 
Plaints:dance soheditles to cope •ith tdirdandibtit - - until* 
mintenanoe :Lie ;forced en to a two shift err three shift 
prograpise thee - is still opportunity for accepting-
heavidc? summerta,prillag and auttian 
-hø optimum annual lead falitor 	11* s .ratem oonprised 
only of steam plant will be that load factor...at' which • 
the cant otr , operats- ,withtnit- the Ir cnriaion of - a.riti it ional 
..ient for the iirpeoi.0 purpose of Q titrrying out routine 
ruainte nen oe. 
The limitation of 'steam plant availa -t4lity would. 
under ideal loading oenditiOne restrict the A.. ,1•41. to. 
betieen:85*lid 90, but ths - - prodpeotive Atort7-ing day . iced 
.-. factors on, zenera1 . purpr\se system. are unlikely to. erased 
- average t and the week end tholiday and other reduations 
introduce a !water of approxitwateky 
The indieateti uPper limit of eoenerde de_velopment 
of gur•ly thernal'systeme the'r eft** lies 'between 65* and 
atinual load'factoxN. Above this livit additional capital 
ex rcnditnre will be 'needed - for 'plant shich returns little 
revenue. /lent operated beloW the lion trill not produce 
the •full revenue or tticat it is eapable. 
The trend towards hijter system load factors-is a 
relat vel,y slow: -one,so that , whetraddine a blook of 'plant 
if hioh can operate - only at load factor, below the ejetert 
eruutal load factor it should be Batisf actory to deeign. 
the combination to operate at the Overall annual load 
factor antioipated at els time of ottmlflotion c.f tile new 
• 
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plant: Then system load. gretoth will ailtematically . adjust 
the'.*elative proportions. of Pleatt - ' to pepilit..oge-ration 
at increasing system arinual•load factorsb. 
In the case of lo-r:g term projects, whioh can •operate 
only at load factors below the system load factor and 
which are installed in stageovit is neeelwary to 
.ospertsate Mi. lead factor- trend. 
The tre:nd of annual 1o, factors in both .Britain 
and the U.S.A. is )tpwardt'but no obi:operable data has been 
obtained beoause of -different -.methoda Of assessment., 
Fignre 6 shows the japint f lead and capacity factor •, 
trend in U4-54.4.. 
A 
SyEtel iiseee and Reactive locaditkg,- 
24 total of syStem Ionise* and energy used for 
sup.pkvint station arriliaries is secn from FiDire I to 
be betl-een 2 and 25ek of V. , e energrf•enerated OA a 
renerP,1 liurpose systein. 
The losses include those* in tran ird.83 Jan I t,Tansfuxtuati cat 
P.rid distributitet, and the sexing in esapita- iihargeSiranning 
and fuel costs which -could result tcnn their reduotzEon 
is again of a hip. order. 
The izinaipl.e of balancing the value of energy -Oat 
against the extra capital oharges At plenti.equipment 
and acndUotors necessary to reduce the 4.ossea is practised 
as far as possible i b, t It seld-om.apgroa.ehas the ideal 
relation. 4hile it is a sinipIe matter to design- tor' 
eConomici balanoe on an individual sestion'whioh. -carries 
a fintd Maximum demand. or a stea4i4 inoreasing annual 
M.1). t it is very di!. ioult . to deal with a oomplix system 
which, has varying rate of load growth from year to year 
and from_ one area to another. aben,ae at present,thare 
is a 'restriction on finanoe availaale for developient 
°Duple d with a plant shortage , the improvement -of . lose 
balance on transmission and distribution systems is 
liable to becoine a secondary 4r,oririderati OA • 
HOWeVer. CVO methods of loss redustion which may be 
)sed I th inancial advantam on a long term basis are 
as follows j— 
(I) There are few inters:los:nested systerna statiott do 
not ..a.ve an unnecessary and wieconomio 
cf voltage levals between the uiver limit of 
transmission, and the lower limit of 
.istribution. In meny cases these voltages result 
f?orrt tho derpetuation 	those tved 'then loads 
were lighter and area* were slialler or when 
reliability of cables and plant at voltages 
above 6.6 kV was questionable. n other. eases . 
ort term economics hive jultjud toed lonr.. term 
• 
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develowlentt. 
numher of attres of tr-Lesfortnations 4th 
their assooiated losses b,00mes cessive : 
and at'timestranafers of load betweri tTo 
points 'at the slime voltage level - ::4= found . to , 
step.up'andstep -down tranafermers. 
The minimisation of to npriber of voltages 
on a n7ntem b7ttle - rradual elimination of. 
•nbsolete c n..u17..cssential :;olta,Fe levels amd 
!aalti4e t-Fansfor.mationsienid the encouragement 
at develgpmeat of -medium and -large size 11 X. r. 
matorsr will thsretore be of eoenomio advantage. 
Reduction of 'Ogees by the wider use of on load 
tap4banging transformwts s in preferenoste 
the more expensive combination of fixed ratio. 
• transformers - and - Series re' :)3t' is ,,dossibio 
in a number of instances. 
The goaatice of instant*p fixed ratie.or 
off load tap changing transformmrs was adoptod 
.by some autho-ritials•begausa of frequent faults 
cxerienoed with .early designs of an lotd-: 
tap ahairing transformers The test-for 
-voltas regulation wfv,* mot later by installing 
-.regUltting , transforMerit in series with the 
fixed tap transformers. 
Modern on load tap - changing tran4formers are 
• reasonably reliable and even if volte4:e 
regulation ±8, not 4saantial taitially t their 
installation at major subtransmisriion points 
rill pay eventually. 
Ftfure 11 Shows power-factor/load curves of a large 
subt,-anarnia ion systemoand indicates that nearly half the 
A.V. sub-stations supply peak loLda at below 0.8 per 
 and only al)out 200 of th4m supply peak loads with 
a power factor above 0.9. 
loads oi,t1Its kind increase voltaesc re'iaat ion 
diffiou1ties,9.nd a wasteful stows of transformer capacity 
and circuit conductors is needed to carry .t}e. 
iresent OF-A43 	poser factor oorrection t the form. 
16. 
of static or s ,lriolironous condensers (inclueinp 
structures, Sr itcht7ear and control gear) are from £4 to 
6/10/— per 
The most 4a,,onornieal nethad of power Emptily is to 
ensure an adequate measure a power factor correction 
at the ?oints of a onsumer load. Not only are the 
relative co sts of oorreotion apparatus lower tbut the 
size arid cost of equipment on the Supply system is also less. 
In Vie oase of s-all load* and for appeccatue driven 
by small motors it should be eafficient far the au .ply . 
nuthority to speo,ify the types of equipment which it 
will permit to be connected to the inal4lev. 
For la* ter loadso ltilevar as veil as kilowatt metering, 
and maximum deriand tariffs on botkpare practicable anil 
eoonosioally justified. - 
It these prlitliee are aooimpaniad by an active 
-campaign of oonsumer education,mutually benefioial 
savints oa..1 be made 
1.9 
Me thade 	 h k 
The following methods Nave- hien . used to deal witk 
peak'loads and the choice, in a .  particular c aso is generally 
made on the basis of cost comparison., (Other factors whose 
vane is diffiellit to asses* in tizrms of 883ney nay influence 
eletiti on when estimated *oats are a ; proximately equal,. ) 
(i) Speoially deSigned peak load stes.n) plant. 
(ii) Peek load hydro plant. 
(iii) Off peak_ pumped storage .2‘7dro-.plant. 
(iv) tjse of the short dwration Overload. 
capability of steers 'plant for 'parrying 
LI° Iv:tram pear-a. 
(v) Oil fired gas turbines. 
(vi,) Tine expired or written off -stew plant. 
(*ii) Load alteddiag. 
Peak load steam plant has the advfn tago -.. that it 
 operated in ernergencz at load..i'aators hiviver than theta 
requited for peak load' duty' -.ithout wtditel: 
00-st. eliable estates of -the ultimate Oast of 'steam 
plant ara mare readily- obtainabls than:those -for rtaJor 
long tern hydro-electric pro:feets. 
.ak load hydro plant may ba used only lor short 
periods to supply load tastier* in eicees f thosc required 
for --oak 4ad duty unless storages are increased or it 
au a water is availablb *et years.- Flowerer, it has 
the alternative .udvantmges that 
(i) It is more flexible and man be loaded and - 
unloaded more rapidly and at shorter notice 
than steam plait._ It is .tharefors 'better suited 
- to operation on ti‘eqUensy . aontrol.„ - , 
(b) It is more reliable , than steam. plant. 
(a) Nat ional fuel roseuroes are‘Oonserwasi by : its use. 
(d) As it; n8.8 a very long lite trartiou.larly in - 
resLyaot to the oiv- Al engirlecring orksoome 
a.'..lovanoe should )ae r;sde for the- ;rphable 
decrease in the valtur-of. money during its life. 
Longer peAotis _than -the 60 to ,80 oars normally 
used for de Ireciation of civil works c.ould 
be acl'opted. 
Because the productive Capacity regaired from peak 
load ,ney.ating plant is less t.ban- that for base load. 
1,1ant (i.e. it i required to produce fetter 1 -11oratt 
hours . )er annum lier 14.11riviatt. of Installed plant tand to 
o.-erate for sho.rter times) it is posnible to 113S -tai1 
a 0/.)er ty)e of stem j'.1ant for peak load aeration. 
exainple of such plant is that built by - the 
Montana Power Co (Reference 37). 66 liegawattar of steam 
,lent we.re d nined. to operate at a leung te-m ,arorae 
ennual ld faotor of 30,). 1 high prcrocrtion of t4e 
plant is cf the outdoor types there is no du;ilication 
of at ,xilia-ies and non—essentials are elimimted. The 
boilers are suitable for oil or alternative fttel and 
Vie came tyre  of plant could be added to Ilttro tormal 
or coribined system. 
Tot al co st was 90 dollars per ',II-0watt incluo Art  
land v all plant and otruotures tewitohgear and step up 
traus`Jormers. i1hemenerrs Of the saving is slen by 
Comparison with the. 292 costs in 'U.S.A.. for biles load 
steam plant of 135 to -155 daYllEcts per kilowatt* 
Ccraverted to Australian rates. this would represent 
approsime.tely S;56 per kilowatt.. The present f el cost for 
oil fired plant is between 0.6 and 0.8 pence per kilowatt 
hour-00d there is likely to he sur11)s - of fuel oils and 
rednotion in !mice following the aortast10m of r.fineries 
now-under oonstruction in Western AustraliatTictoria and 
New South Jales,, . 
. Table 2 gives eetimtedi costs for this tyi. -ief of eteatt 
:ictak load plant which would be installed at t'.o load 
oentre o and shows evivalent allowable o-Osts - for veak load 
hziciro plant p.nd trarsmisaton tapitalised from . 	to 84-014., 
•• 
•Fe* Load'Stet ,  
Annual Cherges 1. 
l'enceiK 4.14. (1.) 
•■■•00....010.1.-0+ 
04,958 0.n9 
    
    
) 
Operation and 'iainteaane 	0.562 	0 28 
Pende/K • i4 H. 
JPALL 
0.197 
Oil .A.Ntel Coat 	 0.762 
•
tenoe,K.W.R. L 2) 
Total Coat Pence/K.1.B.  
	
0,675 	0.655 
ameno 	 ^010r -0111/00■• 
1.439 	1.171 
Total Coat per Mau* per 	na03 
xiXovatt,Inetallmi 
t10.5 
- 
CaiAtta. - Coat • 4, 028' 
Altowale ,per Kilowatt -. b) 
f4:4 -eai-i4d:,470014vP 
024.57i-son anise -itiek,„(3 > 	d 
(1) Interact at: 4.75 
Depreciation at -1.5if 
(2) i'usl oil at 1,80/..i-Ver tan deitrered. 
,.(3) intereet tdepreolatiO401isration aud.mainteuance-, , 
capitalised at :- 
(a.) 6.511p 
(b) 7.0A' 
.(d) 8.0 , 
'leak lead Ilydro_pla:at has the advantage* previcualy 
montioned and :it itoen40 10,4* -'91 nc,adpciate load feat= 
and oonparstait evst it le profs:m.1)1a s to ether types of 'plant. 
In det frminin thie‘mirrittusf;liad -'‘faetor retired it — is ne ,;.eestry to 'allow for,4-- 
£197.,5 
-ato 
it.161 
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Cl/Rye/4A I - SYSTzfrl 	5-O:z 
CURVE BB' -SY srEN A r S.Sit 
a/AVE CC' -sy.rrEti ALF 60% 
ABC 
1  
20 	11 	4' 	<Th, 
co/ 
A/VA/U41 Zo4D FAIL.  if. 
ON PEA A" TV 
CURVES -rig AV/Ali TN.( tricrEcr Sysrebf ‘.," ON 
AMNIA 1Z I 009D rqc rocs REOLVRED ON P E•lit PI 44, r 
w/r/i BASE 'oily) STEgAr PIRNT Co9P48LE 	.0X Al 4. 
.6 ilijanfatlitir 	;44:40; atinutt 
during „sprint fiestieler and ,autuAn t and at weekends* 
(.10- 'The -414.mten practioable load. tactors On steasv- 
plant 
the loss::in matt° 44yrlilAs c'fficien,ey rtert- Operated 
on varyin 
.oporating parg443, allow for irariations 
from ostraigAt *-titie* or stead:, laadiiig of. 
steam stations.- 
(e) The -1.robab le tread of 'aye top load tc , ator an& 
shape of the doily- 1064 curves, if -the ProViot.- 
is a ,long -tem one. 
t.f ) The extent to, *Loh that pis of the peaks itt 
the daily load Oar?* pan be odrirered 	bteant 
overlcad 4apacit4r* 
A. close approltimation new, be made by otetpalaing monthly 
etekdAty Math 2,3r1Weekend •aa holiday load dimati -on craves 
(alIowing for the above items) with the monthly woter, 
that the duration curves are fully 
compinsated and vegreSeatative of loospestive 0o/1dt-time. 
If I 3.4ivrcv er twat ar availability 'Varies apPreciably dor i.r.g - 
the Wors t month* the. . more ace urate s.b1,4 t odious me r:hod 
- cor cOmparison with dmi.1:1 load curves is necessary. , 
Figure 15 ettev:11 annual ,load fRetora for- a ,particular 
ayte , a.d indicates b.1--1 effect of change shaper:of t2-1.6‘ 
dail,y load . ou ryes In view f e zany- ;Variables involved 
these c7 ryee have o1y a restricted application. 
accurate cost onprcue. are best afte by taking 
ele Overall system ooste using. -rilternetive ty -pee of plant 
(Reference . '1)11)4 convarisons-enoh ea- 'A:018.2 nay be 
= used if the function* of th'et . alternative type* cf . plant. 
. 	interohangeable.. 
Off. peak pumped storwv pleat was installed on a large' * 
scale in Germany pricc- to ths -,- 19394.945 via'. 
- 
Itheinische- Weekthalische--Eisetrieitatswerke 
had a,p,,roxately-500-negavatta of pumped eturai,-e plant 
equivalent to 16,;, of its total capaoity. his plant operated 
at an ovurall e flu/env of 651,,alid the cost was 65* to 
6$ of equivalent stew plant The primary .steam plant 
was located on the rem coal fields. 
.Pumped starage plant has a restricted. ap licat ion 
wtt Joh depends on the location of suitable sit ea It proved. 
to be a weakness in the German defences -during the le.eat 
war when bor,b davvire to the primary steam generating 
plant, ,had a oucialati:ve Atrfoot 	causing protracted 
• 	
pcaver f ilure over a wide area* 
The short time overloat capixoity of steam plant 
nay be allocated :to .:}eaka , whiGh have a one to two hoar 
duration and overloads up to 10* Of the pc,tAitryeope 
rating of th e :lant -may be .oarriet soantmically in this vv. 
Oil fired ;..r.z turbines are emerging from 1.0 experinertal 
etegek No reliable cost data is yet arailabie, tout indications 
are that they may be suitable and -economic for duties up 
to 30 anmaal load factuca 
Load shedding, although a. drastic neans of dealing 
with peak loads is worth oonsideration under the fo11-owing 
oiroumstanoes. 
If the system is arralged -so that bloo)re of domestic 
load can be di.soennected in rotation for sticrt perio-de 
on extreme eaks, then . any one district need be aaeoted 
only two to three fines per annum. 
An examination over a 20 y ear1-)eriosi Ghowed tkNat the 
average annual loss in revenue tread have be m4170. 
jostiried 
■ 
The cap1t1 oo gt of Plant to supAy. this load , wouid..„- 
Wen 41'7110.900 and thd -*nasal charges all aatctegi-ott a,. 
.11r0 .reita bast-A --weiald tate. beet - =4 1900. 
Th wiciA dis kvanøKr. bvtveen seat and: 'revenue- • 
raiiies • the #Cint: se 46- whether- the man. inAonarturtance . 	. 
'suffered warretriteeocii' 'Orpellfittprft• $3002$3.itil c 	ilaplie 
gozitro4). czk, domestic feeder switohitig 	.00visi 
domestio sylipletv and, it gay hot water beds may 
1211_,U 
100 
• 
This very interesting pr ablest /a its most co citilex 
form, require es consi.deration of the following variables O. 
(a) 41dantity of eater available daily at each hyri.ro 
station. 
(b) Bead /of water avall.able daily at each hydro 
fatati. 
(e' Kiiowa capacity avei Uhl* daily at each hydro 
s tall on restiltW: 
(d) Kilowatt how out put 'Stailab le daily- . at each • 
1. dro stati on • restating from (a) itit:-(b).. 
Shaoe of ths epttem daily load- curve. 
Daily :aeximurn deniud on the 3yst (rn. 
Lilcwatt 	acity ersila Ms 4i1y 'at st eat 
eenei'atim- stations. 
Ii) Ion ge and duration Of frequency 17ariation on 
the nyetem. 
(i) Deret; of roonz.-aoy-with whioh to -etatibns 
o In sold load, and be --00utrolled .rel,:tive. to 
thz ,eatimated- aeotion•Of the ::lailyvload curve 
ali rcated t o them This in turn art ly depnde 
on 04, 
( j ) -Degree of accturao$*- of -the forecaetdailz, load 
cdrIe. 
(k Deg-r.i; e of aceUraoy of the- , eat imat 087 , :or (a) b ) 
(o) 	(d). 
: - eak load hydro - , plant 	.b. egerated on -schedule, 
on 	 oy col-1tr01 'xm on a:cmbiAation. Of the two methods. 
Soh.ediaed oration is simplert but its use does not 
take adva--Itage of the valuable superiority of hydro plant 
foi• ra:id lo ad c: anging nor does it pernit the •cinnim 
use of -the:kAawatt capaoity and, evaiklatlicenergy of 
the hydro ncherie 
As far as the writer i8. -w e the :follCwiag proposed 
4 of op -.'ation has not 1.n:en putaisbid elseneie. 
• 
• • 
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It is propoited that all hyorts-elootrio stations be • 
operated entirely on frequency control exCept on Goyim:don8 . 
when high wekter availability pe.rritts ocontinRotte 24 tour 
o?eration e.c5 base load pls.nt*--, 
The threo pre-requisitez are 
( 1) 
	
daily eaktireeiti on- ot witicipated 
kilcwatt and kiloirett hour oapaeity 
hydro stations to be ,n4til.fied to the -system 
control room in the evening tit each 
preceding dey. 
(ii) • A meant; of zutopeatio fre;:_uenoy -oentrol whic}i. 
keeps the .speed vstriatien of the -system 
v...iithin narrow limits :and ollowS simultaneous 
rrpid load ohange ea eaky . atueber of seleoted 
s tat i0Z13 a Or alt etmatively sequ entkal loading 
of seleoted stations. 
(lit) .Az' , es.s141....eapplie4: aethod for aIloorting the 
disposition of the ,hydro -stationc in the
for 	dai3j load . ostrve 
(/..) Preparation of . the hydro. OutPut.ontijietes Will 
reitnii;e ow:relation Of Irturage lipondake and WIC* data 
fro, a number of sodroes tend :prorisi.en of a 3ie01111,- 
Staff TO tide wort- in 10;krinitets. 
(it) The SU t!tinSt44 frargUrnt. ,contra - !clap/ant 
ineeently 	 *. and 38) -  
ttetne electronic , eleiotricoAyttsulis governor oontrol e,a2. 
appeeDe to be well:suited for Standardised tpplioati cn  
411. 
or this purpeee,:.41Lia 1g- an essential:feature of the propos 
A 
bessiuse the ilstsliation of eassliinia with diffetalt 
inadaTiately centripllab340 gcrirrnor-'oharacteristics iU 
• 
increase * eraiou dif,f isultiSS end _ orrorit: 
(lit) The oerreet .disPoSition of the hydro -- plant in.' 
the ,t oreueat iaily load curve depends - first on take accuracy. 
o f the h ciroigl infereiatiou. it lo rn1ik1y that 
variations in 0.$ ,tereonst:IN.04- inflow iring the aatizal 
ope'atinrieriast .0a.n- ie alloWed to affeat-,:thei,ciirrotit 
F/•cRE.. /3.  
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o ;erat:Lon iicf-,ramno t ',It oust be used in aciluistmen.tof the 
L or t 1.1.e folio 	d;..y ;. - e . complexity o Vie 
operating set„ueroe and the short duration of some of 
te peaks o 1&:aka progressive daily alt ,:ration 
extra -lely d 
Figure 12 shows the way in which it ia nesessary 
t load st e etat ions tn a wholly thrl sys tem in 
order to cope with rate of load change i traneniesion 
limitation., and steels ete,,tion operating.characte:cistiss. 
The ef:eot of this 0eration on the annual load duration 
curves is shorin in Figure 13 
In usir_g 	load. hydro plant it is nec-,-seary to 
endeavour to o2erate as nearly as poesible to the ideal 
condition show.a in Figure 12. 
If an inciependect stew generating system were 
reqrtired to operate on a daily load curve hih hlid several 
flat topped pozws it should he eapable of doing so 
providod its rate oi lead piek up and drctp off were 
ade q ate fo-, the o anti. tions 	ed by the pi: rveo axen. ,•, 
such a system is operted in parallel with hydro peak 
plant- Itere 411 probal4 be variations fro the ideal 
conditions idtw to difficulties in-socurate tiring of 
bringing I:, and cutting out peak' plant and at other times 
mintainixis a. steady lcazt on the steal, stations. .-The 
latter function ciilL deivind partly ow the- aoc,..reoy of . 
frequanoy er, 
The ent ire ! motioning of the base to ad steam plant 
will be o harac ter is tic of the particui.st system with which 
it- is' aespoi .ted end the reliability of plant the- ef fleiency- - 
of local and central oorating staff land the rapidity of 
reisponse of staff and p.Lant will dot rAne hoe otiosely 
actual o,eration approaches the ideal. 
• 
	
Zlatopolski (Refi:recoe 6) describes a rethod of determining 
the dis yosition of peak hydro—electric plant in the daily 
load ourve and, gives a. - serial; f - curves to assist this 
dete 	Mk me thed r 41 dress f-lretk-: the tee , ,firation - 
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of a lforeoaet daii,g look 014•74 and se-s;crall 	f °racist:It 
of ,daily max1n.n37 dePlaild t rardliWin loadona eitiop.attiez a of 
averai„ e load . His method ,ould be faster and mc-re simple 
than the oethod described lielow i on),T. it integrated daily 
load oltrves had 	be i.ireepared itt.diwidu4ly eaoh . any. 
If a gra:hicrlT.--.ethod 16 4eve1oped as follows it 41ould 
be preferable. 
Figure 14 show& the daily - load frir vet the intel,*ated 
load duration OtIrvit (ZZ),"and dia-placemsatf.i. 	t e 
latter in res,i)eot to the kilowatts 	end kil.owatt 
It..ours (IX) anticipated fer the day from the peak load 
hydro „.1.1.ant.:t4ropt,the point Of 1.nterseetien A of Y.1 end 
Yrt the line AB to.-, the curve- ZS , tires, the bouudiries and 
looaticn tf, the -skaction of -load, •(in the zhadeti area) thiah: 
the hydro plant .4,8 capisia* if carrying: on frequency control 
:And with :full Hee of Its pinwer And energy. 
If a transl)arent IrAntla .4*BuD*Cr (inaet) is- set up 
cm a dremghting machine *ad Zgareti equar41.7 s344.0E the 
inte;:rated lead. 4.M.iatian curve 2Z until the .cia.1.3.y kilowatt 
a.11eoation Atilt' :and kilowatt hear a -43.00sti n"..4,#(;* meet 
which 
t'e -curve Fla shown,..Lnen:the lead range throueh A the hydro 
jolant car% be operated on fra,';_menay- control is cittickly- and . 
..dete ;ilia**. The --salonlati arc can be iiip1  if  led still 
furt: ex■ if tyd;c4_ daily , I.k..)ad ourves -and integrated 
load duration curve* are prepared.. in advgnos on a percentage 
noele aild the _force/et reoriMust deman4 for the day is used 
Eks a . p. otor1 	cheek. may be wl.de • by plenimeter rasureent 
of the ahad.ed area.; . 
0i)eratirm tolerances can be iaeorporated.'as a- re.sult 
of experience to corer items pr'ev-iously mentioned. 
it, is oc..nr.id ered that the ,fore i oing, p ro p o saal. is..praotiaable 
and o, able of ensuring that the best use is tdø of both . 
t ?le stem an el hydro --tenerating plant n , a combined ye tem. 
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Appendix 1. 
• 
• 
Examples of the use of the daily load curve in conjunction 
with the integrated daily load duration curve for determining 
the disposition of Hydro-Lloctric Plant which has a variable 
day to day output have been derived from Figure 16. and the 
attached tracing. 
Daily load curves were plotted on a Fegawatt scale (lower 
group of curves) l and also on a scale representing each daily 
load in percentages of its maximum demand (upper group of curves). 
The days chosen were four consecutive Tuesdays, in February. 
It will be seen that, in the upper group, the last three 
Tuesday load curves show relatively little variation from 
one another. The most marked deviation occurs on the last 
Tuesday ( blue - - 	) between 18.00 and 19.15 hours and was 
caused by very dull evening weather conditions. 
The pronounced deviations of the curve for the first 
Tueasday (brown - - ) from the others are due to the effects 
of :- 
(1) A public holiday on the previous day (resulting 
in lower night loading). 
(ii) 13eather conditions, reference Table 3. (resulting 
in higher afternoon and evening loading). 
Table 3. gives the key to colours used P,nd shows weather 
conditions in terms of temperature and relative light intensity 
at the main load centre. The effects of the two most important 
weather variables from the loading point of view can be measured 
by using Table 3. in conjunction with Figure 18. 
By compensating for loading in accordance with predictions 
and late hour measurements of weather and other conditions, 
forecast load curves on a scale representing percentage Of 
daily maximum demand can be prepared with sufficient accuracy 
for Hydro-Electric disposition purposes. 
4 
—2— 
Table 3. 
Time. 
Tuesday Weather 00.00 05.00 07.00 08.00 12.00 17.00 18.00 24..00 
First 	Temp.C. 10 	7 	14 	12.5 12 	11 
Brown 	Light 
Intensity 	9 	14 	9 	8 	3.2 
Second 	Temp.C. 24 	22 	30 	19 	19 	16.5 
Yellow Light 
Intensity 	5 	15 	13 	8 	6.5 
Third 	Temp.C. 16 	15.5 21 	19.5 	19 	16.5 
Red 	Light 
Intensity 	3 	8 	25 	13 	6.5 
Fourth 	Temp.C. 19 	18 	20 	18 	17 	14.5 
Blue 	Light 
Intensity 	4 	9 	30 	6 	3 
For ease of reference in the case of the examples shown, 
the inte/grated load duration curve for the third Tuesday has 
been plotted on the Megawatt scale and used in conjunction 
with its associated daily load curve. (As mentioned on page 
29, groups of forecast daily load curves would be prepared in 
advance on a percentage of maximum demand scale for routine 
operational purposes.) 
Examples are given in Table 4. for various Eegawatt and 
7egawatt Hour combinations. These basic figures would be 
obtained from the hydrological data and adjusted by a factor to 
cover forecasting and operational limitations. This factor can 
only be determined by experience on any particular system as it 
depends both on the skill and efficiency of the estimating 
and operating staffs and on the design of system load control 
and frequency control ecuiament. 
To obtain the required disposition band, the tracing is 
moved along the integrated daily load duration curve in a 
way similar to that in which the transparent graduated scale 
(proposed in the Thesis ) would be used in a draughting 
machine, ie. by keeping the Megawatt and Megawatt hour lines 
squarely on the graph paper markings and sliding the tracing 
—3— 
along the intergrated load duration curve until the two points 
representing available power and energy both lie on the curve. In 
this position the two points will mark, on the Eegawatt scale, 
the upper and lower limits of the disposition band for the 
Hydro—Electric Plant. 
Table 4. 
Example. 	Hydro—Electric Output. 	Disposition Band. 
5; Load Factor 
Ail' 100 640 26.7 441 to 541 
113' 145 995 28.6 416 to 561 
CC' 180 1590 36.8 381 to 561 
1 CD' 180 2310 53.5 340 to 520 • 
r. 
BB' and CC' represent the top limits on the curve and 
the full Megawatt capacity could only be used if the Negawatt 
Hour output were not less than the figures shown. 
The disposition band indicates the total system lads 
between which the Hydro—Electric Plant should operate and 
maintain system frequency control throughout the periods when 
it is picking up and dropping load. 
These examples have been given for one co—ordinated 
group of hydro—electric stations which would have adequate 
pondages to permit group operation. 
If the method were applied to several separate groups 
of hydro—electric stations, each group could be treated in 
a similar way. 
Provided that the disposition bands did not overlap, the 
groups could be operated satisfactorily. 
If prior investigation of the operation of the schemes 
showed that overlap of the disposition bands could occur, the 
upper band would be raised to a suitable position on the daily 
load curve. Any surplus of water resulting from this adjustment 
might be used at flother period of the day or week according to 
the economics of storage. 
Since the publication of References 30. and 31 (with which 
the writer was closely associated). and the completion of the 
body of this thesis, several oontentions in them which were 
disputed at the time have now been supported by leading World. 
Autharitie8, he development of ait turbine ha also 
the stage where prattioal cost comparisons ow' be made with 
regard to their suitability for meeting peak load ; demands and 
also providing -emergency reserrs at other times ,on interconnected 
syst ems  
T,G.N. Haldane, Past 12resident of the Institution of 
Electrical Fligineers London, in his publication (Reference 43 
Section 2.2) agrees that the annual load - duration curve., (whioh 
had previously used) and eren monthly_ load duration. curves are 
inadeguate for the purpose of settling the maximum practioal 
installed capacity of a hydro --- eleotric- projeot designed to 
meet peak load$. 
Derivatives from daily load curves, the Use of mass curves ,  
the careful study of load trends and_. the analysis of individual 
daily- load curves are necessary for the correct design of 
combined hydro— thermal -generating systems. 
I. Switzerland , it was found.„ when .seleoting new hydro 
electric prOjects for development; that rarivi 'planning authorities 
. 	. 
had used different -technical : ant economie bases for their scheles 
and that a true comparison. of thirrespective real values could not 
be made. 
It -was then decided to establish a set of standard conditions 
prepared by a Cemmission on behalf, Cf the Government ., 
While these standards are designed to apply particularly 
to coltditions ip Switzerland, they -provide a basis which could 
be suitably adapted_ for, Uszle, Ofiewbere. 
It is of oonsiderable.interest anti: signifioanoe that 
Megawatt capability of projects is not valued as much, but 
that the market value of the energy which could be produced 
ie the criterion. 
Projects- are compsred in relation to their Evaluation 
Quotient" which is baSioallY equal to 
Matket Value of iftttu 
Annual Coti 
The value of euery" ;is.in.tuim  determined by its 
availability. 
• Full value is Oren to 'firm energy or to that whioh is 
available ir the drr, or minimum year. 
Reduced value is given to energy whiola i.s available at 
other times. 
Energy values are a.1,sa variable according to the season 
of the year. 
Costs inclu.de transmission liabilities outside the 
main consumer area 
There is thus a degree of similarity with the inethods 
which the writer assisted in developing here. 
The total- copper lessee are, : derl.:xed .for- the two- Sets 
of conditions (a) wad. (b) end. the. ordinateS 
of the - annual copper lose duration Curves,- then 
det ermined . 
.140M this isfOrmation hree- groups Of sourr c.in 
- 
9-4  
iFurther to the Semtion on this SubTect(oonsinoliag 
. page 17 pg 	fliedis>. - a 'atifIng metked- he een deve1opl4 
jx. - ti?,e s jiliyittrical..Cspiare:ticertaf -. ,.BtaOkt..,:cit the: 3444 for 
3 	• 	7 	 1 
italditlatitg Ibrittio :40tSO4. tai) Betiteen iltgaate'r tiottztas 
and ;nal& .itapply pointsit' 	• 
(b) aetweezi alternator terTninali3 
and oonsumer 
The 	.data are uSed47- 
(A) Total; S,.11101. generated at all power :statiens(Metered 
(11)Total t.11/.%! *rigid tlit Suiply Po!!sr...stat*on and 
terminal stet-len arocill'ax-y. plant 4,sietered and , 
ealculated). 
for YariOUS  
(i,11.)Total Iron 1050es A.& all _items of -plant tetseen 
the power station gen.eratOx* main supply points 
- and al,sc the consumers* .terminais t : inclu.ding iron 
loseeS c onsumers met era -. (oaloulated) 
(iv)Total 	4!)c main :rtkpply points and also: sold 
, (11) Total; KALIF; ex.„1 Maim ottppi,y points (metered) 
to consumers (metered) . 
(11)Annst.tar load durattes ourfe". 
(tii.)1.1st . 'efx e.verage power t 	 total. ato-tars 
loads. 
Tiii)Anuual current . duration curve derivative, of (vi) 
and (71i),. 
ix) Annual copper loss .durati-en curve( (derivative. of 
A 
plotted for (a) - and for (b) to show system copper 
losses against load )system copper and iron losses 
against load, and system yapper and iron losses plus 
unit s used, in atation s.uxili aria s against load. 
Finally annual ,loss trends in the two ' miin. sections 
of the System throughout the full_ range of load 
variation Will be determined% 
• 
This method gives a reasonably accurate 
:representation of average conditions. However the 
losses vary at any given load level - at different-
times of the day and year according to the make up 
of the total lOad ie the proportions of resistive 
and reactive consumer demand. - 
Refinements of the 'method are being developed 
by staff under the direction of the writer in order 
to evaluate the effects. of these variations * 
Umid SchedulAs ,for HY4N0 	 nant,  
with Lim*ted Ponctagetk.Operatirot in 4  COmbined  
Hydro Thermal system. 
A speoia problem has arisen recently during 
an interim stage in the development of the Kiewa 
,gydro — Electric soheme. 
Kiewa lo .3 power 'station which is upstream 
from Kiewa' No 4. power station has an installed 
nominal capacity of 26 M.N. and a capability up 
to 28 M.W. depending on head, and tail water levels. 
It is supplied with water Via a tunnel from 
Junction Dam which is best, used as a weekly pondage.  
The discharge from Liewali0.3 power station flows 
into Clover Dam which has a storage capacity suitable 
for use only as a daily' pondage. 
- 
Ikiewa No .4 power station is supplied through another 
tunnel from Clover Dam, -.exd,. will, have a ^ -ntrnitual ultimate 
ins talled eapaci.ty of,4.1Y.4. U. generators At present 
genere.tors are in 'operation and the capability is 
up to 33 M.W. 
The dilleharig'e fz,oi mi.tvisi. No . 3 power station vaken 
on full load provides water at - a. rate, per hour which 
is equivalent to approtliatel.y 1.6 &Nara u1l load 
rtulning time at -Kkewa.fro'.4-. 
The fuel cost Variable on thermal. Stations is 
within 'the range of 0.2 pence to over= 2 pence per 
Kilowatt hour at different etations... 
When inflews to :iwadtion 'Dam are high as at pr 
and the morning peak load on the system can be 
estimated with reasonable•accuraoy(of the order of 
800 K.W ) , the aft erne= load varies by as much. as 
10011.W. between apProrimately 620 arid 720 ILIV. from 
day to day at the same times. 
The availability of thermal plant to meet the 
load is also variable on a ially .baais and may be 
restricted at any level within the range of fuel costs 
mentioned. 
The high inflows. to. Junction Darn.are .such that 
the water can be used in two ways - 
( a ) To maintain :maximum , Kilowatt output from power 
stations,  Ki aim No .3 and No .4, during the working 
dear and evening peak with a. view to redueing output 
on high fUel cost thermal. stations to a minimum. 
This can howeter cause spilling at Clover Dam and loss 
of Kilowatt hours which are in effect prod -ucted at zero 
fuel, cost. 
(b) To reduce Kilowatt output at Kiewa .No .3 power - 
station during the day, „.' scr.,that spilling doss not occur 
at Clover Dam and the makinitUn possible number of zero . 
% 
fuel eest KilowatthouTe are generated at-both statibns. 
The can in turn result in off loading lew fuel cost 
thermal stations during the -night, while highest fuel 
cost thermal atation load is kept up during the day. 
It is 'therefoTi necessary to ettiki - oa 000fiemi0* balance, 
-between the two oonditions so that the total cost Of 
meeting the daily had curve is )mt: to a wittimam. 
The schedules for Kiewa No.3 and Ro.4 power stations 
must also be 'capable Of modifioation at short notioe to - 
Cover ohanged conditions ,due to deviation of the actual 
system load from the ect2.m4ted load mire and the reducted 
output due to lim1tatien,3 om any particular thermal station. 
TheSe latter reductions occur several times in each week 
and often without notice. 
Schedules for this purpose have been prepared by staff 
.under the writers direetion. Operating uosts of the order 
of £2000 per week are involved or limited periods. 
These schedules and the system loss curves referred 
to previously-are of a confidential nature,, but could be 
made available for inspection at the discretion of the 
State Electricity Commission of Victoria. 
4.-EXPIX.  
The attached reports till*Boter Winding Deformation an 
Turb0441ternators",. sad. "Behaviour of Overhead Line Conductors 
under .Short Circuit Conditions* were prepared in connection 
with irrveatigationis ctarried. out by - the writer. 
TwO inuanal features were in evidence with regard to the 
former, aa distinct from the deformation usua1.17 experieneed • 
on turbo—alternators, which has occurred on machines subjected 
to frequent starting and stopping such as those on -peak 
load duty or single or two shift- operation. 
They are:.. 
(1) The turbo— alternators affected- were - operated 
as base load Machines, with infrequent starting 
and were run at steady rated load` for long 
periods within specified temperature limits. 
(II)Deformation ()bemired - an salient pole synchronous 
oondensera which are usually free from this 
trouble; although suoh machines are subjected 
daily to widely varying loads .(inclite3rie, Changes 
trolls full load leading to full load lagging)... 
and starting and stopping is of the same order 
as that on non base lead alternators. 
ILLINIEL221L112 12111111:12,21 
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This report summarises the muses and streets of rotor 
winding deformation on turho-altermators and deseribes the operating prooedure of rotor pre-heating which has been used to Mum the extent of copper shrinkage. 
Wring the last ten to fifteen years a large number of lengthy outages of turbo-alternators has oceurred 4110 to rotor winding deformation musing intertum short eremite. The failures have taken place on alternators of British, Suropean and U.S. manufacture, and mere pertieularly serious in 'Wand in 1943 when 410 NW of gemerating plant mere est of savviest doe to this muse. 
The trouble has (warred mainly on two pole rotors of alternators above 20 MA, but has also bean reported on four pole 
rotors of large generators. Failure is nom common on alter-
nators which are used for peak load duties than on those at base 
bond stations. 
If alternators are operated above the designed rotor 
current, it is likely to *gamest* the trouble seriously, in eases 
when normal temperature rim is elms to standard specified 
limits. Deformation has oesurred on rotors mould with elnainium 
conductors, but the problen has been investigated mainly on the 
usual copper wuuad rotors. 
The following factors contribute to rotor minding 
detonations- 
4 	1. Centrifugal fore, on the sonduetors. 
2. Frietion between layers of emduetors. 411 	3 : The maximum temperature of the rotor minding. 4 •  The effect on 3. of the inlet temperature of cooling water. 
5. The effect on 3. of the magnitude, duration and cycles of 
Megawatt and Megrims loading. 
6. The temperature gradient between inner and outer conductors. 
7. The extent to whieh the mi.* bonding medium is softened by 
but and thrown outward by centrifugal form e and the 
positions at whit* this displamment ocears. 
8. Metal used for eonduetors (pure or alloyed), and whether 
it is initially hard drawn or annealed. 
9. Differential temperatures. 
10. Method of slaiag end turns. 
11. Axial contra on of rotor body at operating 'peed. 
Deformation of the rotor conductors is caused by centri-
fugal form and fristion preventing free expansion or eontraction 
of the conductors due to tenperature stresses end the point is 
?seabed where cooper flow and permanent deformation results. The 
*Met can be either to shorten or lengthen sonduotors depending 
on the sequence of heating and cooling the oondnetors in relation 
to rotor speed. 
The process is mmuletive and the degree of morement can eventually procaine shorted turns on the end minding*. 
2. 
The usual operating soquenee, namely, to run a wahine 
up to speed before the rotor eondustors hires been heated by field 
current, and to shut it down Or at least mines speed and eontri-
fagal fore') before the rotor has scaled appreeiably is evaded,* 
to eonduator shortening. 
The reverse eyele t namely, preh..tisg the rotor by 
current injection at low speed, bringing it up to fall speed 
while hot, and shutting down or Miming speed only after eooling 
dawn, would tend to prodnoe oonduetor lengthening. 
Preheating rotors at low speed, preferably on the barring 
goer (when fitted) or through special slip ring clasps while the 
rotor is stationary, running up to speed, loading and abutting 
down in the normal manner, greatly redness somoblotor doformation 
on machines which are liable to this trouble on aceount of their 
design and construstion. 
It has been found that it is aufficisnt to heat the 
rotors up to maxims working temperature mines 40°C, before 
bringing then up to speed and to keep cooling wetsr out off air 
coolers while running up. The tine taken to preheat is dependent on the period elapsed sines the last run on load, and the oper-
ating procedure during shutting down. 
The following operating method has been used on naohinee 
shut down for six or seven hoar periods overnight in order to 
reduce proheating neeessary prior to putting on load next morning:- 
1. Out off cooling water to air coolers as load is 
reduced prior to slatting down. 
2. If necessary, in addition to 1., increaser reactive 
loading as 14W loading is rodueod. 
3. If the mashing, has to be kopt running at no NW load 
prior to shutting down to retinae turbine rotor 
temperature, maintain sufficient Megavar loading 
to iceep rotor temperature up. 
• 
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Plot Affected  
(i) Four 25 WW Alternators Nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10 at !slim= Power Station (Rotors - two pole -cylindrical). End windings on the rotors were distorted, with the effects most sterna on turns nearest the periphery. Turns on several adjacent coils had clearanoes reduced alnost to the point of contact. 
Temporary repairs were nod* by reforming the yapper, re-insulatinE and blocking. 
A spare rotor wound with silver bearing copper alloy wva supplied by the manafaatureTs. 
(ii) Two 	XVA Synchronous Condensers Nos. 1 and 3 at Brunrwick Terminal Station (Rotors - six sellout poles). 
Distortion of rotor copper was Rost pronounced on turns nenrest the polo facto. Axial contraction severely danagsd bakellto insulation at the polo ends, and radial displaoement of the outer tarns occurred along the length of the poll's. 
no-dosibn of the rotors hau beau necessary with a vim, to reducing friction and allowing free expansion and contraction of the windings, and additional bracing has been added to prevent radial movoment of the copper. 
k 
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MinW2 OP Mine kin agrepoits us nog smut! COIDTTIONS  
(it h particular rotercnce to tha fmults on Nos. I and 3. 11 kV Gemeral Sorties Ties at Talleurn at 11.14.41 end 11.14.43 a.n. respeetivo/y es !,eturday, 29th Movember. 19524 
2grita. 
Repelsies of overhead lies condustors results free the eleetrip-megnetie fereea setup hy the flow of fault current thrlugh then en either- & Oman to pies* or a three phase fault. Oetatoter swinging ea an uefeelted limo Intel% follows time isai.decee sad clearamcv *1 a fault en an adjasest elreeit may *OLIO a farther fault. 
The Immanent or everiseed lin* eeninotere wider .*eh senditiess is not naleulable en a purely theoretisal basin, due to the hest that sdis• of the variables involved axe set areurately determinable. ItommemN o the tattle' nevement of two herisostally spaded cesdectore slurrying feat earrent approximates closely to herisnetel reenisien at eidepast, sad the likeliheei of mount as the shat err: tie rehire swim( is isdieated by the sagsitede of the outward solos. This initial movement ess be estimated fres the semi-empirical formal& divot later. 
An imarease in modueter leagth takes plain dee to stretehing the eleetre-magnetie t•rse* oul the heetieg effect of the reel! serrent. 
The displacement Of eesdneSers is approximately prepositional to span leagik to the power 3/2, se that sodalities •f span length say betas& erreetively in oases where increased spesieg is net a ereeillebl• sesked 
of preventimg weing eentast. Intermediate rigid insulated epaeors ems be used few this purpeee es voltages up to 11 WC, 
The burning of line ecodusters sassed by onion following the •learanse of sit adjesent fault nasally takes pion near eldspon and is verr diffieelt to detect fres the ground. The automatie evening of the mooed Ilse realest under these *sedition fellows the first see se slowly that unless &overate recording devises are installed the reelts row appear te have been siculteneene. 
keleporatise of pretootive rattrap le laserrestly assigned ekes faults of this 'nitre are net leeeted. In deubtral IMMO, ealemlatien of lilts owlets shoult be made to *beak the peesibiIi*7 of avalle•t• 
The variables mblek affect emadaeter swinging mist real area- 
'Were of the holt, i.o., whether between twe or three phases, sad with 'meriting* fault to grenad. 
(ii) Magnitude of the fault ~rest. 
(11i) Deratiem of the fselt serreat. 
(iv) Tansies (ox' ime) or the oendaeters. 
(v) Span loarth. 
(TA) Ceadueter sive. 
Clibillater *peeing. 
(vu) Diraellea end veloeity of the wind. 
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3. 
cooloptor • 37/.103. 0.)6 0.721 incase mess sectional area 0.3 agaare inane. 362,000 eirealar ails. 
Dpsaing se in *sten ba1sas- 
0 
1 feet 
mweroaminelsimmape• 0 
 
8 feet 
  
ose (ftet) . Z2 g 41, 
fl • tamales in seadnoto: in 111./aesla. 
• 2,010 lb. /sq. la. 
• t • o.25 x 1.13 « 
. 0.783 +.10 
• 0.911 
A • 382,000 
. 12.000 
1' • 9.6 • 
0 • 4.0 
ro • 1 
0.447 j 	kl;.0Q0 ; 12.4Z00  302,000 "14 Li-ka 
2,cau eliri 9.8 	+ 
Maw 
11411114#191 1111g 'dill Ste LAU 
46301.g, ALLAWSL .1! 
. 9627 
12 r2 
1,690 Iogi 4.375 • 0427 
el 	2.2 
JAM 1.41S 	34,9.0-in 
3043 - 36463 
2.4 fr41 Aas 2.  
1,650 lege 4.19 • 114 - 0"7 
72.2 2.2 
• 
, 
	 4. 
4112"4 
	32.8 	0,27 
32.8 4. 3243 
Therefore, assigns estward miss stvidepea• 845 fist mama. 
This miss owl* only (mew lodes least emoditiems, i.e., with $ phase to phase fault pplied thread* the aidtle sal eine of the eater eels. doeters  of the overhead lime fer a daraties of 0.91 seseade, es4 the totem& swiss if the holt eleared at this instast veal& probably he lose thee 7 feet at sidspaa es *leek esadeeler. 
It is evident that with the lee eeedeeter tension mad emeelaest large sag of 9.4 feet es the span investigated eendneter easiest egad seam under the :melt oanditiese of 291hileremammn 
(sigma) :Or, Brooks. XPOII112 POR TWINICAL 3127/05  
lalatiagida 
As a reealt of this investigation latessediate line eappwete have bees provided sad no farther tremble has eeserrei &tries the IMMILIff three - pear period. 
JUISAT 
1 
4 
Aaspix 1T. 
In addition to the reports in Appendix ill two other 
reports of a oonfidential nature have been submitted to the 
Lxaminers, 
These reports deal withy. 
(i) Analysis of System 'fosses. 
(Li) The Combined Cperation of 
(a) Thermal Generating ilant. 
• (b) Hydro Generating Plant with limited storage and 
capable of output only at load faotors below the 
System load factor. 
(o) Hydro Generating ilant installed in association 
with an Irrigation Scheme. 
This report covered an estimate of operating conditions 
up to nine years ahead and took into acoount the complementary 
nature of the three different types of plant. It was prepared 
for the purpose of asoertaining the adequacy of water storage 
requirements for klant (b) andinvolved the detailed analysis 
of day to day operAion. 
While these reports oanriot be published, the writer 
is able to discuss the prinoiples involved with any 
interested Authorities. 
